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Abstra t

We show a hierar hy for probabilisti time with one bit of advi e, spe i ally we
show that for all real numbers 1 6 < , BP T IME (n )=1 ( BP T IME (n )=1. This
result builds on and improves an earlier hierar hy of Barak using O(log log n) bits of
advi e.
We also show that for any onstant d > 0, there is a language L omputable on
average in BPP but not on average in BPTIME(nd ).
We build on Barak's te hniques by using a di erent translation argument and by a
areful appli ation of the fa t that there is a PSPACE- omplete problem L su h that
worst- ase probabilisti algorithms for L take only slightly more time than average- ase
algorithms.

1 Introdu tion
Can we solve more problems given more time? This fundamental question has hallenged
many omplexity theorists sin e the eld started. Hennie and Stearns [HS66℄ improving
on Hartmanis, Lewis and Stearns [SHL65℄ show a tight hierar hy for time on deterministi
multitape ma hines: For any reasonable time fun tions T1 and T2 with T2 log(T2 ) = o(T1 )
there is a language omputable in deterministi time T1 (n) and not omputable in time
T2 (n). We also have similar results for nondeterministi time (see [Coo72, SFM78, Z 83℄).
In this paper we study the question of a time hierar hy for bounded-error probabilisti
ma hines. The results for deterministi and nondeterministi omputation have at their
ore a diagonalization against all smaller time ma hines. We annot dire tly do su h a
diagonalization for probabilisti lasses, sin e that will break the bounded-error promise
when we try to simulate a ma hine for whi h the promise does not hold.
Re ently Boaz Barak [Bar02℄ found a di erent atta k on the probabilisti time hierar hy.
He looks at the best probabilisti algorithms to ompute an EXP- omplete language and
using a translation argument an build a hierar hy based on these algorithms. However he
needs some nonuniform advi e to des ribe an approximation of the running time of that best
algorithm. For ea h onstant d > 1, Barak shows that there is a language in BPP= log(log(n))
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but not in BPTIME(nd )= log(n), and from this he derives a hierar hy theorem for probabilisti
polynomial-time ma hines using a(n) bits of advi e, where log(log(n)) 6 a(n) 6 log(n), using
a standard argument.
To prove our rst main result, we modify Barak's translation argument. By requiring
the pad to onform to a ertain format, we an bring the amount of advi e required down
to one bit, whi h essentially tells us whether the pad is a good approximation of the time
taken by the optimal algorithm.

Theorem 1. For ea h onstant d > 1, BPTIME(nd )=1 ( BPP=1.

Using standard translation arguments, from Theorem 1 it follows that for ea h 1 6 < ,
BPTIME(n )=1 ( BPTIME(n )=1.
We attempt to eliminate the advi e using an additional idea: for a ertain PSPACEomplete language L, we an modify an optimal probabilisti algorithm so that the averagease time of the algorithm is smaller than the worst- ase time by at most a polynomial fa tor.
This allows us to estimate the running time, and we an ompare this estimate dire tly with
the pad, rather than needing to refer to the advi e.
There are two obsta les we run into when we work out his approa h. The rst obsta le
is that we do not know how to use the translation argument when the best algorithm for L
runs in polynomial time. However, in this ase we an use diagonalization to dire tly obtain
a hierar hy for average- ase probabilisti polynomial time.
The se ond obsta le is that sin e the estimate of the running time we obtain isn't ompletely pre ise, the resulting simulation may not satisfy the bounded-error promise required
of a BPP ma hine. We get around this by randomly perturbing the estimate depending on
the input, whi h ensures that the promise is satis ed for most inputs. As a onsequen e,
we again get a hierar hy for average- ase probabilisti polynomial time in the ase when the
best algorithm for L does not run in polynomial time. Thus we obtain un onditionally a
hierar hy theorem whi h we formalize as:

Theorem 2. For ea h onstant d
BPTIME(nd ) ( heur1 n a BPP.
1.1

> 1, there is a

onstant a > 0 su h that heur1

n

a

Related Work

Un onditionally, we know very little about probabilisti hierar hies beyond the straightforward observation that BPTIME(o(t)) ( BPTIME(2t ) for time- onstru tible t, whi h follows
from the hierar hy for deterministi time and the fa t that probabilisti time t an be simulated in deterministi time 2t . The best-known hierar hy [KV87℄ uses the above result
and a translation argument to a hieve slightly stronger parameters. However, we still don't
know whether there is a language de idable in probabilisti quasi-polynomial time but not
in probabilisti linear time. Under plausible omplexity-theoreti assumptions, su h as that
there is a language in E whi h does not have subexponential size ir uits, or that the de ision version of the Permanent is not in randomized subexponential time, a stri t hierar hy
an be shown to exist for probabilisti quasi-polynomial time [IW97, IW01, CNS99℄. These
omplexity-theoreti assumptions are generally believed to be very hard to prove; it is quite
possible that a hierar hy theorem for probabilisti polynomial time might be mu h easier.
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Given the la k of su ess in establishing a hierar hy thus far, it is natural to ask about
the status of the question in a relativized setting. BPP = P relative to a random ora le
[BG81℄, hen e there does exist an ora le relative to whi h there is a hierar hy. There has
been a lot of work towards onstru ting an ora le relative to whi h probabilisti polynomial
time does not have a hierar hy (see [FS89, FS97, RV01℄). Sin e neither Barak's nor our
methods relativize, this work is not dire tly relevant to the question of whether our methods
have the potential to a hieve a hierar hy for fully uniform probabilisti polynomial time.
Subsequent to our work, Goldrei h, Sudan and Trevisan [GST04℄ found a method to
derive a hierar hy theorem with one bit of advi e dire tly from a hierar hy theorem with
6 log(n) bits of advi e under ertain onditions. Their method, when used in onjun tion
with Barak's result, implies Theorem 1.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: First we dis uss some te hni al
preliminaries. Then we give a high-level overview of Barak's proof, and sket h the ideas
behind our improvements. Finally, we present our modi ation of Barak's algorithm and
our translation argument.

2 Preliminaries
2.1

Complexity Classes

We mostly use standard de nitions of omplexity lasses, whi h an be found in [BDG88℄
and [BDG90℄. Our de nition of probabilisti time-bounded lasses is slightly non-standard,
however it is equivalent to the standard de nition for \ni e" time bounds t, su h as t = nk
for a xed onstant k. We rst de ne a notion of what it means for a time bound to be
\ni e".

De nition 3. A fun tion t : N ! N is said to be time- onstru tible if there is a deterministi Turing ma hine M su h that on input 1n , M halts within O(t(n)) steps and outputs the
value t(n).
We now pro eed to our de nition of bounded-error probabilisti time lasses.

De nition 4. Let L be a language and let t : N ! N be a fun tion. We say that L 2
BPTIME(t) if there is a probabilisti Turing ma hine M su h that on all inputs x of length
n, with probability > 2=3, M halts within t(n) steps on input x and outputs L(x).
This de nition is nonstandard in that the ma hine is only required to halt within t(n)
steps with high probability, rather than with probability 1. This will ome in useful in our
onstru tion of an optimal algorithm be ause we will only be able to guarantee that the
algorithm halts with high probability within a ertain time bound. Note that our de nition of probabilisti time lasses is equivalent to the standard de nition when t is a timeonstru tible in reasing fun tion, as we will be able to use the time- onstru tibility of t to
implement a \timeout" me hanism whi h onverts a ma hine halting with high probability
within time t to a ma hine that halts with probability 1 within time t.
We also need to larify the notions of advi e and average- ase de idability in the ontext
of probabilisti time lasses.
3

De nition 5. Given fun tions s : N ! N and t : N ! N and a language L, L 2
BPTIME(t)=s if there is a probabilisti Turing ma hine M and a sequen e fy gn; j yn j6 s(n)
of strings su h that for all inputs x of length n, with probability > 2=3, M halts within t(n)
steps on input < x; yjxj > and outputs L(x).

BPTIME(t)=s is to be interpreted as the lass of languages de ided by bounded-error
probabilisti ma hines operating in time t and taking advi e of length s. Note that the
behavior of an advi e taking ma hine M on input < x; y > where y 6= yjxj may be arbitrary.
Our de nition is di erent in this respe t from the original de nition of Karp and Lipton
[KL82℄, whi h requires that the advi e taking ma hine has a eptan e probability bounded
away from 1/2 on all inputs even when the advi e is in orre t. If Theorem 1 were to
hold under the Karp-Lipton de nition of advi e-taking probabilisti ma hines, a hierar hy
theorem for uniform probabilisti time would follow immediately.

De nition 6. Given a fun tion t : N ! N and a language L, L 2 heurs BPTIME(t) if
there is a probabilisti Turing ma hine M su h that for all input lengths n, for at least a
fra tion s of inputs x of length n, with probability > 2=3, M halts on input x within t(n)
steps and outputs L(x).
heurs BPTIME(t) is to be interpreted as the lass of languages de ided by bounded-error
probabilisti ma hines in time t on average with parameter s. We use the \heuristi " notion
of average- ase omplexity [Imp95℄. The behavior of M on an input not belonging to the
\good" set of inputs for whi h the average- ase simulation works may be arbitrary.
2.2

Ni e

PSPACE-

omplete language

The proof of our hierar hy theorems pro eeds via the onstru tion of an optimal algorithm for
a PSPACE- omplete language L, where an optimal algorithm in this ontext is a probabilisti
algorithm that is at worst polynomially slower than any probabilisti algorithm for L. In
order to arry through the proof of our result, we require the PSPACE- omplete language L
to be paddable and instan e- he kable - we de ne these two notions below.

De nition 7. A language L is said to be paddable is there is a deterministi polynomialtime omputable pro edure P whi h given inputs x of length n and 1m where m > n, outputs
a string of length m su h that P (x; 1m) 2 L i x 2 L.
Intuitively, a language is paddable, if given a string x, it is possible to eÆ iently generate
arbitrarily long strings whi h behave the same as x as far as membership in the language L
is on erned.

De nition 8. [BK95℄ A language L is said to be instan e- he kable if there is a probabilisti
polynomial-time ora le pro edure I whi h, given an ora le P and an input x of length n, has
the following properties:
1. I outputs one of 3 values \0", \1" or \?" at the end of ea h omputation path.
2. If P de ides L orre tly, I outputs L(x) with probability 1.
4

3. I outputs 1

L(x) with probability at most 2 (n) , irrespe tive of the ora le P .

Intuitively, an instan e he ker for a language L tests whether a program P de ides L
orre tly on an input x or not. It follows from the proof of the IP = PSPACE [LFKN92, Sha92℄
result that all PSPACE- omplete problems have instan e he kers, and it follows from the
proof of the MIP = NEXP [BFL91℄ that all EXP- omplete languages have instan e he kers.
Thus far, the properties we require of the PSPACE- omplete language L are similar to
the properties required by Barak of the EXP- omplete language for whi h he onstru ts an
optimal algorithm. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 1 only uses these properties. For the proof
of Theorem 2, we require an additional property, namely that L be worst- ase to averagease redu ible. Informally, this means that the existen e of an ma hine M whi h for ea h n
de ides L orre tly with high probability over the uniform distribution on inputs of length
n implies the existen e of a ma hine M 0 whi h is at most polynomially slower than M and
de ides L orre tly on all inputs.
Building on ideas of Trevisan and Vadhan [TV02℄, we de ne a PSPACE- omplete language
satisfying slightly stronger forms of the properties mentioned above, whi h are useful in the
onstru tion of our optimal algorithm and in our proofs of orre tness:

Theorem 9. There is a PSPACE- omplete language L
de idable set S  f0; 1g with the following properties:

2 DTIME(22n)

and a linear-time

1. (Paddability)
(a) There is a deterministi linear-time pro edure P , whi h given x of length n and
1m as inputs, where m > n, produ es a string P (x; 1m ) of length n in S su h that
x 2 L i P (x; 1m ) 2 L.
(b) There is a deterministi linear-time pro edure Prev , whi h given a string x 2 S of
length n as input, produ es a string Prev (x) 2 S of length < n su h that x 2 L i
Prev (x) 2 L.
2. (Instan e-Che kability) L is instan e- he kable with a he ker I that only makes queries
to the ora le about strings of length n on any input x of length n.
3. (Worst- ase to average- ase redu ibility)
(a) jS \ f0; 1gnj = 2n 1 .
(b) There is a polynomial p and polynomial-time pro edures q and f su h that for
ea h integer n, for ea h input x 2 S of length n, for ea h integer 1 6 i 6 p(n)
the distribution of q (i; x; r) over oin tosses r is uniform over S \ f0; 1gn and
L(x) = f (x; r; L(q (1; x; r)); L(q (2; x; r)) : : :
L(q (p(n); x; r))) with probability at least 1 2 (n) over oin tosses r.
Proof. It is impli it in the work of Trevisan and Vadhan [TV02℄ that there is a PSPACEomplete language L0 2 DTIME(22n ) with the following properties:
1. L0 has a worst- ase to average- ase redu tion, with the queries at length n uniformly
distributed over f0; 1gn.
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2. L0 is instan e- he kable with an instan e he ker I 0 whi h, on input of length n, only
makes queries to its ora le about strings of length at most n.
From L0 , we de ne a language L with the stated properties. L is essentially L0 \with
padding". More pre isely, for any integer i > 0, 0i 1x 2 L0 i x 2 L.
It is not hard to see that Property 1 in the statement of Theorem 9 holds for L0 . The
set S in the statement of the theorem an be taken to be f0i 1xji > 1g. Given an x of
length n su h that x is of the form 0j 1x0 , The pro edure P (x; 1m ) simply outputs 0j +m n1x0 .
Similarly, given a string of the form 0j 1x0 as input where j > 1, Prev outputs 1x0 .
We an also de ne an instan e he ker I for L given the instan e he ker I 0 for L0 su h
that I only makes queries of the same length as its input. Whenever I 0 makes a query to
its ora le, I pads the query up to its input length using the pro edure P before asking the
query to the ora le. We also need to ensure that for heavily padded inputs, the probability of
outputting the wrong answer is exponentially small, but this an be done by just repeating
the simulation of I 0 a number of times depending on how heavily padded the input is.
As for the average- ase to worst- ase onne tion, uniform distribution of queries over
f0; 1gn for L0 translates dire tly to uniform distribution of queries over S for inputs in S for
L.

Intuitively, pro edure P in the statement of Theorem 9 is a padding pro edure, and
pro edure Prev is a \reverse padding" pro edure, whi h when given a padded input, re overs
the original input. S is the set of non-padded inputs. Half the inputs of any given length
belong to this set, and the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion works for inputs in this set.

3 Overview of te hniques
3.1

Barak's proof

Barak's proof represents a ompletely new approa h towards proving a hierar hy theorem
for probabilisti polynomial time. We sket h the ideas behind his proof here.
The riti al idea of Barak is to nd a language L with an optimal algorithm. An optimal
algorithm is a probabilisti algorithm for L that is only polynomially slower than the \best"
probabilisti algorithm for L. To be more pre ise, there is a onstant su h that if there
is a probabilisti algorithm solving L running in time t, then the optimal algorithm runs in
0
time O(t ). Thus if the optimal algorithm runs in time T , L 2 BPTIME(T ) BPTIME(T 1= )
for all 0 > . If T were a onstru tible time bound, we ould use a translation argument to
0
show that an appropriately padded version L0 of L is in BPTIME(n ) but not in BPTIME(n),
whi h implies a hierar hy theorem for probabilisti polynomial time.
The question of how to nd a language L with an optimal algorithm still needs to be
addressed. Barak observes that any EXP- omplete language has an optimal algorithm, indeed
any language with an instan e he ker has an optimal algorithm, and it follows from the ri h
theory of probabilisti ally he kable proofs that all EXP- omplete languages have instan e
he kers.
Let P1 ; P2 : : : be an e e tive enumeration of all probabilisti Turing ma hines (where
there is no guarantee that a ma hine in the enumeration is bounded-error). Fix an EXP6

omplete language L and let I be an instan e he ker for L. Barak de nes an optimal algorithm A for L as follows: Given an input x, A su essively runs I with ora les P1 ; P2 : : : Pf (n)
on x, where f is some polynomially-bounded easily omputable fun tion. Whenever I asks
an ora le query to Pi , A simulates Pi to determine the answer. If I Pi returns a Boolean
value for some i, A outputs that value. If I Pi returns \?", A ontinues the simulation with
the next program in the enumeration. We have skirted the issue of how long A simulates
the ma hines Pi - Barak's algorithm a tually runs in stages m = 1; 2 : : : , and at a stage m,
ora le queries to a program Pi are simulated for m steps.
Given the properties of an instan e he ker, it is not hard to show that A is an optimal
algorithm for L. If Pe is a probabilisti bounded-error algorithm for L whi h halts with high
probability after t steps, then for large enough n (i.e., for n su h that f (n) > e), Pe will be
one of the ora les that A uses, and hen e at stage m = t, A will halt with the orre t answer
with high probability after simulating I with ora le Pe . A has used at most t2 poly (n) time
up to this stage, whi h is still polynomial in t. Any in orre t program Q an only ontribute
an exponentially small error when I is run with Q as ora le1 , hen e A solves L orre tly and
halts within poly (t) steps with high probability.
As dis ussed before, an optimal algorithm implies a hierar hy theorem if the time bound
of the optimal algorithm is time- onstru tible. However, it seems to be hard to argue that
this is the ase. Barak's solution is to use an advi e string of size log(log(n)) to represent
an approximation to the time taken by the optimal algorithm, in whi h ase the translation
argument an be pushed through. We suggest more eÆ ient solutions to this problem.
3.2

Our improvements

We get our rst improvement over Barak using a translation argument eÆ ient with respe t
to advi e. We require that the pads onform to a spe i format, whi h ensures that for
a given length m, there is at most one input length n su h that inputs of length n an be
padded to length m. If this holds, then just one bit of advi e is required to tell whether m is
a \good" length, meaning that the simulation of the optimal algorithm on inputs of length n
takes O(poly (m)) time. Of ourse, we also need to take are that the onstraint we impose
on the pads doesn't make the simulation of the optimal algorithm infeasible, but this isn't
hard.
We do obtain a hierar hy theorem for probabilisti polynomial time with one bit of advi e
using this translation argument. However, the value of the advi e bit depends on the time
taken by the optimal algorithm, and it is not lear at all whether this fun tion is easily
omputable. For example, it might be the ase that the optimal algorithm takes vastly
di erent times for di erent inputs of the same length. In su h a ase, it may not be easy to
estimate the worst- ase time on a given input length. We do have some exibility, though, in
designing our algorithm. It is well-known that there are PSPACE- omplete problems2 with
1A

subtle but riti al point is that we are now onsidering the probability over oin tosses of Q as well,
Q may not be bounded-error. However we may interpret Q as a probability distribution over ora les ea h
of whi h auses I to output a wrong answer with exponentially small probability, and hen e this property is
preserved when we take into a
ount the oin tosses of Q as well.
and

2 For

te hni al reasons, we use a

PSPACE-

omplete language rather than an
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EXP-

omplete language as in

a worst- ase to average- ase onne tion, i.e., they are just as hard to solve in the average
ase as in the worst ase. This suggests that the average- ase running time of an optimal
algorithm for a PSPACE- omplete problem may be polynomially related to its worst- ase
running time. We do not know if Barak's algorithm has this property but we are able to
modify his optimal algorithm and impose some stru ture on it so that we obtain a version of
the worst- ase to average- ase onne tion. Spe i ally, we are able to design a probabilisti
polynomial-time pro edure that produ es a rough estimate of the worst- ase running time
from estimates of a di erent but related quantity for random inputs.
However, it is still not lear whether this gains us anything sin e the estimate we obtain
is quite rough, and is moreover obtained probabilisti ally. We need another idea, whi h
involves the use of the randomness in the input itself to disambiguate the omputation and
maintain the bounded-error promise with high probability in the ase when the estimate
is too lose to the length of the pad. Using the estimation pro edure and this idea in
onjun tion with our translation argument, we derive a hierar hy theorem for average- ase
probabilisti polynomial time if the optimal algorithm does not run in polynomial time.
If the optimal algorithm runs in polynomial time, the fa t that our problem is PSPACEomplete implies that we an use a diagonalization te hnique to dire tly obtain a hierar hy
for average- ase probabilisti polynomial time. Thus an average- ase hierar hy theorem
holds for probabilisti polynomial time un onditionally.

4 Our Results
4.1

An Optimal Algorithm

Let L be a PSPACE- omplete language as in the statement of Theorem 9. Let I be an
instan e he ker for L and let q and f be polynomial-time pro edures implementing a worstase to average- ase redu tion for L, su h that I and f both have error probability at most
2 4n on inputs of length n. We des ribe an optimal algorithm for L. The algorithm runs in
stages m = 1; 2 : : : . At stage m, for ea h ma hine M of des ription length 3 log log(m) (note
that there are at most (log(m))3 su h ma hines), we he k to see if M m , i.e., M restri ted
to m steps, is a good andidate for de iding L by running the worst- ase to average- ase
redu tion for L on top of the instan e he ker. If M m were indeed a good andidate, the
instan e he ker I would return a non-"?" value with high probability on all instan es of
length n and the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion would give a orre t answer with high
probability as well. If M m is not a good andidate, we know by the properties of I that a
wrong answer is produ ed with very small probability, hen e the bad andidate annot a e t
the performan e of the algorithm by very mu h.
We des ribe the algorithm in Table 1.
For ea h n, let T (n) be the minimum number t su h that for ea h i; 1 6 i 6 n and for ea h
input of length i, with probability at least 1 1=i, Algorithm OPTIMAL halts and produ es
the orre t answer within t steps. Then L 2 BPTIME(T (n)). In order for the de nition of
T (n) to make sense, we need to ensure that su h a number t exists. For any x 2 S of length
[Bar02℄.

8

Algorithm OPTIMAL:

Input: String x of length n
1. If x 62 S , x

Prev (x)

2. If jxj 6 log(n), run the natural deterministi exponential time
algorithm for L on x and exit.
3. For m = 1; 2 : : : do:
4. For ea h probabilisti Turing ma hine M of size 3 log log(m) do:
(a) For j = 1 : : : log(n) do:
i. Run q on x with randomly hosen r to generate queries
q (1; x; r); q (2; x; r) : : : q (jxjk ; x; r).
ii. For i = 1 : : : jxjk do:
A. Run I on q (i; x; r) with ora le M m , and if an answer
val is returned, guess(q (i; x; r))
val, otherwise
guess(i; x; r) is unde ned.
iii. If guess(i; x; r) is de ned for all i; 1 6 i 6 jxjk , set
fj f (x; r; guess(q (1; x; r)) : : : guess(q (jxjk ; x; r)))
(b) If fj is de ned for all 1 6 j 6 log(n), output the majority
value of the fj 's and exit all loops, else ontinue.
Table 1: Optimal Algorithm

i, su h a number t exists be ause a deterministi linear exponential-time ma hine de iding
L will eventually be tried by Algorithm OPTIMAL and OPTIMAL will return an answer

with high probability when it tries this ma hine. Moreover, the probability that a wrong
answer is output before this stage is exponentially small, sin e both the instan e he ker I
and the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion f produ e wrong answers with exponentially
small probability. Any x 62 S of length i is transformed to x0 = Prev (x) of length i0 < i.
Now the same argument as for x 2 S works and the fa t that the worst- ase to average- ase
redu tion is run log(i) times independently ensures that the probability of halting is at least
1 1=i. Indeed, sin e L 2 DTIME(22n ), this argument yields an expli it upper bound of 26n
for T .
Now, we will onsider two ases. The rst is that T (n) is polynomially bounded. We
will dispose of this ase with a diagonalization argument. The other ase is that T (n)
is superpolynomial in nitely often. In this ase, rstly we will show that OPTIMAL is
an optimal algorithm and hen e there is a onstant  > 0 su h that L 2 BPTIME(T )
BPTIME(T )=2 log log(T ). Next, we will show how to de ne, for ea h onstant d, a padded
version of L that is de idable in BPP with just one bit of advi e but is not in BPTIME(nd = log log(n)).
This will yield our Theorem 1.
9

4.2

The

ase

L 2 BPP

First, note that by the PSPACE- ompleteness of L, if L an be de ided in BPP, so an every
language in PSPACE.
Proposition 10. If L 2 BPP, then PSPACE = BPP.
Next, we argue that if PSPACE = BPP, we obtain hierar hy theorems for probabilisti
polynomial time with one bit of advi e and for average- ase probabilisti polynomial time.
These arguments use the te hnique of diagonalization. The rst argument is a straightforward diagonalization, where we observe that a \universal" language Lu for probabilisti
polynomial-time ma hines is in PSPACE and that we an diagonalize in PSPACE, and hen e
by assumption in BPP, against this language.
Lemma 11. Let d > 1 be a onstant. If PSPACE = BPP, then BPP 6 BPTIME(nd )= log(n).
Proof. We assume an enumeration of probabilisti ma hines for whi h the des ription
length of a ma hine M an be padded to any larger input length - it is not hard to guarantee
this property. Now we de ne Lu as follows: the ode < M > of a ma hine M belongs
to Lu i M a epts with probability < 1=2 when run for j< M >jd+1 steps on input <
M >. Given the paddability of des ription lengths, it is lear that for ea h language L0 2
BPTIME(nd )= log(n), for large enough n, there is an input (namely, the ode of the BPTIME
ma hine together with the advi e padded to length n) on whi h Lu di ers from L0 . Thus
Lu 62 i:o:BPTIME(nd )= log(n). On the other hand, it is not hard to see that Lu 2 PSPACE,
and hen e by assumption, Lu 2 BPP.

The se ond diagonalization argument, due to Wilber [Wil83℄ gives an average- ase hierar hy for BPP under the assumption PSPACE = BPP.
Lemma 12. Let d > 1 be a onstant. If PSPACE = BPP, then BPP 6 heur2=3 BPTIME(nd ).
Proof. It is known [Wil83℄ that for every d > 1, there is a language Ld su h that Ld 2
DSPACE(nd+1 ) and Ld 62 heur2=3 DSPACE(nd ). By assumption, Ld 2 BPP and sin e
heur2=3 BPTIME(nd )  heur2=3 DSPACE(nd ), Ld 62 heur2=3 DSPACE(nd ), proving the
theorem.

4.3

Proof of Optimality

We need to show that Algorithm OPTIMAL is no worse than polynomially slower than
any probabilisti algorithm for L. The idea behind the proof is that if M is a probabilisti
algorithm for L whi h with high probability halts and outputs the orre t answer within t
steps, then the instan e he ker I when run on ora le M t would output the orre t value for
an instan e with high probability, and the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion would also
work with high probability. Thus, the time required for A to output an answer with high
probability is bounded above by the time required to get to the simulation of M t in stage t,
whi h is bounded above by some polynomial in t.
We a tually need to show that Algorithm OPTIMAL is no worse than polynomially
slower than any probabilisti algorithm taking a small amount of advi e, but this does not
introdu e too many additional ompli ations.
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Lemma 13. If L 62 BPP, there is a onstant  > 0 su h that for ea h onstant b > 0,
L 62 BPTIME(nb + T  )=2 log log(T ).
Proof. Fix b. We pi k  = 1=4. Let M be a probabilisti ma hine of des ription size
2 log log(T ) + O(1) whi h, for ea h input x of length n, with probability at least 1 1=n
halts and outputs the orre t answer L(x) within T  + nb steps. We derive a ontradi tion
for our value of .
Sin e L 62 BPP, there is an in nite set J of input lengths su h that for all n 2 J; T (n) >
nb+ + n =(1 2) , where > 0 is a onstant to be spe i ed later. We shall show that
M annot satisfy our assumption for inputs with input length in J . Consider an input
x of length n 2 J . We an assume without loss of generality that x 2 S (otherwise we
use the same argument with x
Prev (x)). By running the ma hine M 2d2 log(n)e times
independently and taking the majority vote, we an de ne a ma hine M1 with des ription
length 2 log log(T ) + log log(n) + O(1) 6 3 log log(T ) whi h within T n2 + nb+2 steps, halts
and outputs the orre t answer with high probability. Thus, when Algorithm OPTIMAL
rea hes stage T  n2 + nb+2 and runs the worstase
to average- ase redu tion on top of the

b
instan e- he king routine I with ora le M1T n +n , it halts and outputs the orre t answer
with probability at least 1 2 3n (sin e the probability of I outputting a wrong value or \?"
on any of the nk instan es of length n queried by I and the probability that the fun tion f
will return the wrong value are both at most 2 4n). Also, the probability that Algorithm
OPTIMAL has output a wrong value before this stage is at most 2 2n , hen e we have
that Algorithm OPTIMAL halts and outputs the orre t answer with probability at least
1 2 n > 1 1=n within time (T 2 + nb )n for some onstant . We have a ontradi tion
sin e (T 2 + nb )n < T if n 2 J .

2

4.4

+2

Proof of Theorem 1

In this se tion, we prove Theorem 1. We de ne a padded version Lpad of the language L,
where the pad represents the running time of algorithm OPTIMAL on the underlying input,
su h that Lpad 2 BPP=1 but Lpad 62 BPTIME(nd )= log log(n). Let  be a onstant as in the
statement of Lemma 13.
Lpad = fx#1y jy = 22z for some z; x 2 L; y > jxj; y + jxj + 1 > T (jxj)=3dg
First, we show Lpad 2 BPP=1. The basi idea is that by requiring the pads to onform
to a spe i ed stru ture, we make do with one bit of advi e to tell us whether the length of
the pad is suÆ ient to arry out the simulation of Algorithm OPTIMAL.

Lemma 14. Lpad 2 BPTIME(n3d= )=1
Proof. We onstru t a probabilisti polynomial-time ma hine M operating in time n3d=
and taking one bit of advi e whi h a epts Lpad . The basi idea is that given an input of the
form x#1y with jxj + 1 + y = m, M rst he ks if the input has a valid form. This an be
done in quasilinear time. If the input does not have a valid form, M reje ts. Otherwise, let
bm be the advi e bit for M at length m. M a epts i bm = 1 and Algorithm OPTIMAL
halts and a epts on x within n3d= time steps.
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First we spe ify what sequen e of advi e bits bi ; i = 1 : : : 1 M re eives and then we
show that for any m and for any x0 of length m, x0 2 Lpad i M a epts x0 with advi e bm .
Consider any input length m. Call m \good" if m = nm + ym + 1 for some nm ; ym > 0 su h
z
that ym = 22 m for some zm > 0 and ym > nm + 1. Thus ym > m=2. If m is good, then nm
0 be su h that
and ym are determined uniquely. For suppose not, and let n0m 6= nm and ym
0
z
n0m + ym0 = nm + ym , ym0 = 22 m for some zm0 > 0 and ym0 > n0m . Without loss of generality
ym0 > ym . We have that m > ym0 > ym2 > m2 =4, whi h is a ontradi tion for m > 4.
Let T 0 (nm ) = T (nm )=3d . Now we spe ify the advi e bits. If m is not good, bm = 0. If m
is good, bm = 1 i m > T 0 (nm ).
Next we x an m and show that for x0 of length m, x0 2 Lpad i M a epts x0 . The
forward dire tion follows immediately from the spe i ation of the advi e bits. For the
reverse dire tion, we show that if x0 62 Lpad for input x0 of length m, then M halts within
the required time bound and reje ts x0 with probability lose to 1. If x0 is not of the form
x#1y for some y of the form 22z su h that y > jxj, M reje ts with probability 1 sin e the
deterministi test that the input has a valid form fails. Otherwise, let x0 be of the form
x#1ym , where x is of length n, ym = 22zm for some integer zm > 0, and y > jxj. There are
two ases: (1) T 0 (n) > m, and (2) T 0 (n) 6 m. In ase (1), the advi e bit b is 0 and hen e M
reje ts with probability 1. In ase (2), M has enough time to simulate Algorithm OPTIMAL
on x and hen e reje ts with high probability when x 62 L.

Next, we show Lpad 62 BPTIME(nd )= log log(n) if the optimal algorithm for L does not run
in polynomial time. The idea here is that if Lpad 2 BPTIME(nd )= log log(n) via an advi etaking probabilisti ma hine M , we an solve L in time T  + poly (n) with a small amount
of advi e. The advi e is interpreted as oming in two parts. The rst part of the advi e
suggests a \good" input length m to whi h we pad the input, and we then simulate M on
the padded input using the se ond part of the advi e as advi e to M . The total amount of
advi e used is < 2 log log(T ), and thus we obtain a ontradi tion to Lemma 13.

Lemma 15. If L 62 BPP, Lpad 62 BPTIME(nd )= log log(n).
Proof. The proof is by ontradi tion. Assume Lpad 2 BPTIME(nd )= log log(n). Let M be
an advi e-taking probabilisti ma hine running in time nd and a epting Lpad . We onstru t
an advi e-taking probabilisti ma hine M 0 running in time n3d + T (n) with 2 log log(T ) bits
of advi e and a epting L, whi h is a ontradi tion to Lemma 13.
M 0 a ts as follows: given an input x of length n, it zinterprets the
rst log log(n) bits of
2 > n and 22z + n + 1 > T (n)=3d . It
its advi e as an en oding of the
smallest
z
su
h
that
2
z
z
then pads its input x with 12 and runs M on the padded input x0 = x#12 , interpreting
the se ond part of its advi e as the orre t advi e string for M on the padded length. It
outputs the result of the simulation of M on x0 . Note that jx0 j 6 max(n3 ; T ). Thus M 0
uses time at most n3d + T (n) on x. Also, if both parts of the advi e string are orre t, the
simulation has enough time to run, and hen e M 0 de ides orre tly whether x is in L. 
If L 2 BPP, Proposition 10 and Lemma 11 imply Theorem 1. If L 62 BPP, Lemma 14 and
Lemma 15 together imply Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 1 holds un onditionally. The existen e
of a hierar hy theorem for probabilisti polynomial time with one bit of advi e follows from
Theorem 1 by a standard translation argument.
2

2
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4.5

Estimation of Running Time

In this subse tion, we show that there is an eÆ ient pro edure estimating the running time
of Algorithm OPTIMAL to within a polynomial fa tor with high probability. This is where
we reap the advantage of running a worst- ase to average- ase redu tion on top of the
instan e he king. Intuitively, we an get a rough estimate of the time required to de ide
L by estimating the probability that the instan e he ker I returns a non-"?" value. The
worst- ase to average- ase redu tion ensures that if for some ma hine M there is some input
x of length n su h that there is a signi ant (i.e., at least inverse polynomial) probability
of not getting an answer for x within time t after running I with M t=poly(n) as ora le and
then running the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion on top, then for at least a polynomial
fra tion of the inputs of length n, there is a signi ant han e that the instan e he ker will
return a \?" value when it is given M t=poly(n) as ora le.
The proof of orre tness of our estimation pro edure requires standard Cherno bounds
([AS92℄) as stated below:

P

Proposition 16. Let Y1 : : : Yn be independent random variables with Pr(Yi = 1) = p and
Pr(Yi = 0) = 1 p for ea h i. Let Y = ni=1 Yi. Then Pr(Y > np + a) < e 2a =n and
Pr(Y < np a) < e a =2pn .
2

2

Lemma 17. There is a probabilisti pro edure ESTIMATE and onstants a and su h that
ESTIMATE, when given an integer n as input, with probability at least 1 1=2n , halts within
T (n)n steps and outputs a number Test su h that T (n)=na 6 Test 6 T (n)na . Moreover, there
is at most one number Tmid su h that jP r(Test < Tmid ) P r(Test > Tmid )j < 1=4T na .
2

Proof. We de ne some notation that will be used in the proof of orre tness of the pro edure
for estimation of the running time. Fix an input length n. An exe ution is a pair (m; M )
onsisting of a running time m and a ma hine M of des ription length 6 3 log log(m). An
m
input x of length n is said to be (m,M)-good if the probability that I M returns a \?" value
on x is at most 1=nk+2 . The exe ution (m; M ) is said to be n-good if at least a fra tion
1 1=(nk+2) of the inputs of length n are (m; M )-good.
Let the running times of pro edures I; q and f in Algorithm OPTIMAL be bounded by
nr ; nr and nr respe tively. Let a = 3(k + r1 + r2 + e), and = 16k + 3r1 + 3r2 + 8.
The pro edure ESTIMATE works as follows: It runs the following pro ess 2n2 times
independently. In the rth run, 1 6 r 6 2n2 , it rst sets m = 2. For ea h ma hine M of
des ription length 6 3 log log(m), for ea h log(n) 6 i 6 n, it estimates whether the exe ution
(m; M ) is i-good by generating i8k+2 random strings x1 : : : xi k of length i and estimating
whether at least i8k+2 i7k =2 of these strings are (m; M )-good. For estimating whether a
m
string xj of length i is (m; M )-good, it runs I M on xj i8k+2 times independently and he ks
whether at least i8k+2 i7k =2 of these runs yield a value that is not \?". If there is an
M of des ription length 6 3 log log(m) su h that (m; M ) is estimated to be i-good for all
log(n) 6 i 6 n, ESTIMATE sets tr mna=2 and begins the r + 1th run. If there is no su h
M , ESTIMATE sets m 2m and repeats the estimation pro ess within the rth run.
Let T1 be the median of the values tr ; r = 1 6 2n2 . ESTIMATE outputs Test , where Test
is an integer hosen uniformly at random in [T1 n 2a=3; T1 n2a=3 ℄
1

2

3

8 +2
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We need to show that with high probability, ESTIMATE halts within T (n)n steps and
neither overestimates nor underestimates T (n) by more than a na fa tor. First we show that
for ea h r; 1 6 r 6 2n2 , with probability at least 1 1=2n, tr 6 T (n)na=3 . This implies
2
that with probability at least 1 2n +1 , T1 6 T (n)na=3 whi h implies Test 6 T (n)na . Fix
r su h that 1 6 r 6 2n2 . Let M be a ma hine implementing algorithm OPTIMAL. De ne
a modi ed version Mn of M whi h runs M 2d2 log(n)e times independently for 2dlog(T (n)e)
steps and outputs the majority value of these runs if at least one of these runs produ es
a value, otherwise it outputs an arbitrary value. The des ription length of Mn is at most
jM j + log log(T (n)) + log log(n) + O(1), whi h is at most 3 log log(T (n)), sin e T (n) > n.
By applying the bounds of Proposition 16, we see that the su ess probability of Mn on any
2dT (n)e+d2 log(n)e
string of length at most n is at least 1 2 n, and hen e the probability that I Mn
produ es a non-"?" value is at least 2 n+1 . Again by applying the bounds of Proposition
16, for any given i > log(n) the probability that the exe ution X = (2dlog(T (n))e+d2 log(n)e ; Mn )
passes all the tests of the rth run of pro edure ESTIMATE is at least 1 1=n3 . By a union
bound, the exe ution X passes all the tests for all log(n) 6 i 6 n with probability at least
1 1=n2 . Thus tr 6 2T (n)nr1 +k + nr2 +k + ne 6 T (n)nr1 +r2 +e+k = T (n)na=3 with probability
at least 1 1=n2 . Also note that the time spent by pro edure ESTIMATE in the rth run
until it nishes all tests for exe ution X is at most T (n)n16k+r1 +r2 +e+5 , and thus the total
time for all runs is at most T (n)n .
The argument that ESTIMATE does not underestimate T (n) is more ompli ated. Again
x an r su h that 1 6 r 6 2n2 . We show that with probability at least 1 1=2n,
tr > T (n)n a=3 , whi h implies T1 > T (n)n a=3 with probability at least 1 1=2n2 +1 and hen e
Test > T (n)n a with at least that probability. De ne l(n) = T (n)=na=3 . Assume for the purpose of ontradi tion that with probability greater than 1=2n, tr 6 l(n) = T (n)=nr1 +r2 +e+k .
There are at most n4 exe utions (m; M ) tried by the pro edure ESTIMATE in the rth
run(sin e only values of m whi h are powers of 2 are tried, and for ea h su h value m, at
most (log(m))3 ma hines M are onsidered), hen e there is an exe ution (m; M ) su h that
m < l(n) and (m; M ) is i-good for all log(n) 6 i 6 n with probability at least 1=2n5 over
the oin tosses of ESTIMATE. Fix su h an exe ution (m; M ).
We rst show that the probability that an input of length i is (m; M )-good is at least
1 1=ik+2 for ea h log(n) 6 i 6 n. Assume, to the ontrary, that this probability is less
than 1 1=ik+2 . We show that then the probability that ESTIMATE estimates (m; M ) to
be i-good is less than 1=2n5 . By the Cherno bounds of Proposition 16, the probability
that a string of length i is estimated to be (m; M )-good if it is not (m; M )-good is at most
1=n6 if i > log(n). Again by Proposition 16, the probability that (m; M ) is estimated to be
i-good when the fra tion of strings of length i that are (m; M )-good is less than 1 1=ik+2
is at most 1=n6. Hen e the probability that ESTIMATE estimates (m; M ) to be i-good is
at most 2=n6 < 1=2n5 for n large enough , whi h is a ontradi tion.
Let m0 = mnr1 +k + nr2 +k + ne . Next we show that if the probability that an input of
length i is (m; M )-good is at least 1 1=ik+2 for ea h log(n) 6 i 6 n, then T (n) 6 m0 , whi h
is a ontradi tion if m < l(n). We need to show that under the assumption, Algorithm
OPTIMAL takes at most time m0 on every input of length at most n. Let x of length i be
the input of length 6 n on whi h Algorithm OPTIMAL takes maximum time. It annot
be the ase that i < log(n), sin e Algorithm OPTIMAL takes at most time n on inputs
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of length 6 log(n). We an assume without loss of generality that x 2 S (sin e if x 62 S ,
Algorithm OPTIMAL runs instead on an equivalent input in S whi h is omputed from x
in linear time). Sin e S \ f0; 1gi = 2i 1 by Theorem 9, the probability that an input of
length i in S is (m; M )-good is at least 1 1=2ik+1 . Consider the behavior of algorithm
OPTIMAL during exe ution (m; M ) on input x. It follows from the form of the average- ase
to worst- ase onne tion for L stated in Theorem 9 that queries whi h are not (m; M )-good
appear on at most a fra tion 1=2i of omputation paths. For omputation paths on whi h
only (m; M )-good queries appear, with probability at least 1 1=2i over the oin tosses of
I , the orre t answer is output within time mir1 +k + ir2 +k + ie 6 m0 sin e i 6 n. Thus with
probability at least 1 1=i, Algorithm OPTIMAL halts and outputs the orre t answer on
x, whi h implies T (n) 6 m0 , and hen e a ontradi tion.
Now that we have established that ESTIMATE outputs a good approximation to T with
high probability, we need to show that the distribution of values output by ESTIMATE is
\smooth". The smoothness property we require, roughly speaking, is that the distribution
has at most one median - this will ome in useful in our proof of Theorem 2.
Let Tmid be the least number su h that jP r(Test < Tmid ) P r(Test > Tmid )j 6 1=4T na .
We show that in this ase, P r(Test = Tmid ) > 1=4T na , whi h implies that there is no other
number T 0 su h that jP r(Test < T 0 P r(Test > T 0 )j 6 1=4T na .
Note that the fa t that ESTIMATE is a good approximator of T with high probability
implies that Tmid 2 [T=na ; T na ℄. We onsider 3 ases - (1) Tmid 2 [T=na=3 ; T na=3 ℄, (2) Tmid 2
2
[T na=3 ; T na ℄, and (3) Tmid 2 [T=na ; T=na=3 ℄. In ase (1), P r(T1 2 [T=na=3 ; T na=3 ℄ > 1 1=2n
as established before, and P r(Test = Tmid jT1 2 [T=na=3 ; T na=3 ℄) > 1=T na by the de nition of
ESTIMATE and the assumption on the range of Tmid , hen e P r(T = Tmid ) > 1=2T na .
Now we turn to ase (2), and the proof for ase (3) will follow by a symmetri al argument.
P r(Test > Tmid ) = P r(Test > 2Tmid jT1 > T na=3 )P r(T1 > T na=3 ) + P r(Test > Tmid jT1 <
T na=3 )P r(T21 < T na=3 ) 6 1=2n + P r(Test = Tmid )T na , whi h implies P r(Test = Tmid ) >
(1=2 1=2n )1=T na , and thus P r(Test = Tmid ) > 1=4T na when n > 4.

4.6

Proof of Theorem 2

In this se tion, we outline a proof of Theorem 2. The proof relies on the ability to estimate
the running time of Algorithm OPTIMAL on inputs of length n, as guaranteed by Lemma
17, as well as the translation argument with pads of a xed stru ture utilised in the proof
of Theorem 1.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we onsider 2 ases. In the ase that L 2 BPP, Proposition
10 and Lemma 12 imply Theorem 2 .

Lemma 18. If L 2 BPP, then BPP 6 heur2=3

BPTIME(nd ).

In the ase that L 62 BPP, we rst need a stronger version of Lemma 13. The proof of
the stronger version is identi al to the proof of Lemma 13, ex ept that we additionally use
the fa t that L has a worst- ase to average- ase redu tion.

Lemma 19. If L 62 BPP, there are onstants  > 0 and a > 0 su h that for all b > 0,
L 62 heur1 n a BPTIME(nb + T )=2 log log(T ).
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Proof. The proof is by ontradi tion, and is almost identi al to the proof of Lemma 13.
The only hange is that given a ma hine of size 2 log log(T ) + O(1) de iding L on average on
inputs of length n in time T ,we rst transform it into a ma hine of size 2 log log(T ) + O(1)
operating in time T poly (n) and de iding L orre tly on all inputs of length n, using the
worst- ase to average- ase redu tion for L. It is suÆ ient to pi k a as in the statement of
Lemma 17 to derive a ontradi tion (where, as before, nk is the number of queries made by
the worst- ase to average- ase redu tion for L on inputs of length n).

Let a be as in the statement of Lemma 17. We de ne a language Lpad0 whi h is a
padded version of L su h that Lpad0 2 heur1 n a BPP heur1 n a BPTIME(nd ). First
we require some notation. Given an integer m, there is at most one integer n < m=2 su h
z
that m = n + 22 for some integer z . Call m \good" if su h an integer exists; denote
the orresponding integer by nm and the orresponding z by zm . For ea h good m, let
Hm : f0; 1gm ! f0; 1gnm be the fun tion mapping ea h string of length m to the nm -bit
pre x of the string. Intuitively, what we are doing here is trying to use Hm to de ne a
padded language so that for any \good" length, there are no \irrelevant" strings, unlike
in the proof of Theorem 1 where any string not in the spe i ed format was irrelevant and
ould be reje ted. Interpreting u 2 f0; 1gm as the integer in [1; 2m ℄ whi h is its position in
the lexi ographi al order of m-bit strings, we de ne shift(u) = bu(m4a
m )=2m . Let
= 6(d + 1)=. Let Tmid (nm ) be the median of the distribution of estimates for the running
time indu ed by the pro edure ESTIMATE in the statement of Lemma 17.
Now we are ready to de ne Lpad0 :
Lpad0 = fuj juj is good, Hjuj(u) 2 L; juj + shift(u) > Tmid (njuj)g
The de nition of Lpad0 is a little ompli ated, so we try to give some intuition for it. The
de nition is similar to the de nition of Lpad in Se tion 4.4, in that the length of the pad is
ompared to a quantity based on the running time of the optimal algorithm. The di eren e
in the present ase is that this quantity depends on the input and not just on the input
length - essentially, it is a random perturbation of the orresponding quantity in Se tion
4.4, where the randomness is derived from the input itself. The reason we add the random
perturbation is that we probabilisti ally ompute an approximation to the quantity ourself
(unlike in the proof of Theorem 1 where the advi e bit told us if the pad was good), and the
approximations omputed on di erent probabilisti paths may be evenly spread about the
length of the pad, resulting in the BPP-promise being destroyed. Sin e we add a di erent
random perturbation to the quantity for ea h input and then ompare to the length of the
pad, for most of the inputs, the approximations of the randomized quantity will not be evenly
spread about the length of the pad, and hen e for most inputs the BPP-promise will not
be destroyed. The probabilisti approximation of the quantity is done using the pro edure
ESTIMATE in the proof of Lemma 17. On e we know the pad is good, we simulate the
optimal algorithm to de ide whether to a ept or reje t the input.

BPP but Lpad0 62 heur1 n a BPTIME(nd ).
BPTIME(m3a +3a+ +4 ) but Lpad0 62 heur1 m a

Lemma 20. If L 62 BPP, then Lpad0 2 heur1

n

a

Proof. We show that Lpad0 2 heur1 m a
BPTIME(md ).
We show the positive in lusion rst. We de ne a probabilisti Turing ma hine M a epting Lpad0 in time m3a +3a+ +4 on average. Given u of length m, M rst determines if m
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is good. This he k an be done in linear time. If m is not good, M reje ts. Otherwise, M
determines nm and x = Hm (u). If nm < log(m)=3, M runs Algorithm OPTIMAL on x and
a epts if and only if OPTIMAL a epts within the allotted time. If nm > log(m)=3, M runs
the pro edure ESTIMATE in the proof of Lemma 17 f (m) = m2a +2a+4 times independently
on input nm . If there is a run on whi h ESTIMATE does not halt within time ma +a+ , M
reje ts. Otherwise, let Test;i be the value output by ESTIMATE on run i; 1 6 i 6 f (m). M
arries out the Estimate Comparison Test - it omputes m + shift(u) and he ks if this
value is at least the median of the values Test;i ; i = 1 : : : f (m). If this test fails, it reje ts,
otherwise it simulates Algorithm OPTIMAL for Test time steps on x and a epts if and only
if OPTIMAL does.
We need to prove that for at least a fra tion 1 m a of strings of length m, M a epts
u i u 2 Lpad0 . First note that if m is not good, then M reje ts on all strings of length m,
hen e we only need to onsider the ase when m is good.
Let T = T (nm ) and Tmid = Tmid (nm ). If nm < log(m)=3, sin e T < 26 log(nm ) < m2 , there
is enough time for M to simulate OPTIMAL and thus for ea h u of length m, M a epts u
i u 2 Lpad0 .
2
Now assume nm > log(m)=3. By Lemma 17, with probability at least 1 1=2nm >
1 1=mlog(m)=9 , ESTIMATE halts in time T nm and outputs a value Test su h that T=nam <
Test < T nam . We onsider 2 ases - (1) T > ma +a , and (2) T 6 ma +a .
If ase (1) holds, for ea h u of length m, m + shift(u) 6 ma < T=ma < Tmid , and thus
u 62 Lpad0 . We show that for ea h u of length m, M reje ts u. If there is an i, 1 6 i 6 f (m)
su h that Test;i is not de ned, then M reje ts by de nition. Conditional on Test;i being
de ned for all 1 6 i 6 f (m), the Estimate Comparison Test fails with probability at least
1 1=m (log(m)) , and hen e M reje ts with probability at least 2=3, assuming m is large
enough.
Now assume that ase (2) holds. In this ase, with probability at least 1 m (log(m)) ,
Test;i is de ned for all 1 6 i 6 f (m). Given that all the Test;i are de ned, by Lemma 17
and the Cherno bounds of Proposition 16, with probability at least 1 m a over strings
of length m, the Estimate Comparison Test a epts with probability at least 1 e m if
m + shift(u) > Tmid and reje ts with probability at least 1 e m if m + shift(u) < Tmid .
If the Estimate Comparison Test a epts with probability at least 1 e m , by the assumption
on T , there is enough time to simulate Algorithm OPTIMAL on input x = Hm (u), and hen e
M a epts with probability at least 2=3 if x 2 L and reje ts with probability at least 2=3 if
x 62 L. If the Estimate Comparison Test reje ts with probability at least 1 e m , M reje ts
with probability at least 2=3. In either ase M a epts u i u 2 Lpad0 . Thus we have shown
that with probability at least 1 m a over strings u of length m, M a epts u i u 2 Lpad0 .
The proof of the negative in lusion is similar to the proof of Lemma 15. We assume Lpad0 2
heur1 m a BPTIME(md ) and show that it follows that L 2 heur1 n a BPTIME(T  +
n2(d+1) + n2(d+1)a= )=2 log log(T ), whi h is a ontradi tion to Lemma 19. Let M be a probabilisti Turing ma hine de iding Lpad0 on average in time md+1 with error probability 2 (m) .
We de ne a probabilisti advi e-taking ma hine M 0 taking < 2 log log(T ) bits of advi e,
operating within time T  and a epting L on average. Given an input x of length n, M 0
uses its advi e to determine a good length m su h that m > T na > Tmid . This requires at
most 2 log(log(T )) bits to spe ify. It then generates a random string u of length m su h that
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Hm (u) = x, and outputs the majority value of n independent runs of M on u. The time
taken by M 0 is at most T 3(d+1)= n3(d+1)a= + n3(d+1) 6 T  + n3(d+1) + n6(d+1)a= .
We need to show that M 0 de ides L orre tly on at least a 1 n a fra tion of inputs of
length n. For ea h x of length n, let px be the fra tion of inputs u of length m su h that
x = Hm (u) and M de ides orre tly whether u 2 Lpad0 . By the hoi e of the advi e string,
n
a
a
x2f0;1gn px =2 > 1 m , whi h implies that for at least a 1 4=m fra tion of strings
x of length n, px > 3=4. Sin e m > 2n, this means that for at least a 1 n a fra tion of
strings x of length n, M 0 a epts x with probability at least 2=3 if x 2 L and reje ts x with
probability at least 2=3 if x 62 L.

P



From Lemma 18 and Lemma 20, we obtain Theorem 2 un onditionally.

5 Open problems
The primary open problem, of ourse, is to prove a hierar hy theorem for ompletely uniform
probabilisti polynomial time. But there are numerous other questions, su h as obtaining
an \almost-everywhere" version of our hierar hy theorem for probabilisti polynomial time
with advi e, or proving an analogous theorem for zero-error probabilisti lasses.
It would be interesting to see whether similar ideas ould be useful in understanding
other promise lasses, su h as MA or NP \ oNP.
On a more general note, there are perhaps further interesting onne tions between the
theory of randomness, the theory of average- ase omplexity, and the theory of proof systems,
whi h ould lead to new insights and te hniques.
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